
Feb 2 2011 
Honourable Mayor and Councillors, 
 
Yesterday at COW I asked if I could present information related to the CBO business item on septic re-
inspection.  The Mayor refused to allow a vote to allow me to present but I believe Council should have 
this information as part of the decision process. 
 
The CBO was requesting consideration for a budget item to hire employees and purchase trucks and 
equipment.   
 
Here is my information.   
 
Ontario Regulation 315/10 lays out the certificate that is to be used to note that a system has 
undergone inspection.   This regulation carefully notes that third parties can carry out these inspections 
it does not mandate that a municipality must do the inspections.  There is no requirement that the Town 
provide the actual inspection service the Town’s obligation is satisfied when the homeowner provides 
the certificate.   The homeowner must provide the certificate to the municipality within a specified time 
frame which can be determined by the Town.  Currently only parts of the Lake Simcoe Basin are 
mandated to complete inspections within 5 years and should any part of the Town of South Bruce 
Peninsula be designated a “vulnerable area” in the coming months or years a certificate will be required 
from each homeowner within five years of the date of designation of that area. 
 
There is an opportunity here for third party contractors who meet qualifications to start new small 
businesses providing re-inspection services.  Existing pump out operators may see an opportunity to 
expand as the inspection process may coincide neatly with a pump out request.  There are certain 
business possibilities for any construction or maintenance business which would fall under economic 
development within the community.  The province has unified the certificate process to make this 
possible. 
 
Also there are certain programs that help small businesses entrepreneurs with start up and principal 
expenditures for items such as vehicles and equipment. 
 
At this point there is no timeline but if one should materialize for some part of the Town there will be 
five years from that date for the landowner to acquire a certificate. There is no requirement for the 
Town to tender or contract the inspection service or provide it.  Therefore the requirement for funding 
for this program out of the Town budget should be weighed against the fact that there is an alternative 
possibility that may work out as a win for everyone in the community. 
 
Consideration should be given to the fact that besides purchasing vehicles and equipment and paying 
wages and employment costs, the Town would be adding to staff time for program administration  and 
staff administration,  as well as requirements for office space, vehicle parking, maintenance and 
operating costs. Equipment would be stored part of the year and costs are associated with that. 
 
An entrepreneur business would be free to work evenings and weekends in any district and competitive 
rates would be left to the private sector.   Council should be aware that this type of business will 
probably start up in Ontario in any case where the opportunity exists.   Rather than make a hurried 
investment it may well be a good strategy to wait a year and see how this plays out in the province in 
the private sector.   
 
http://www.mah.gov.on.ca/Page9236.aspx 
 
Regards 
Doug Gammie 
Sauble Beach 
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